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The medical field is considered as one of the most significant research resources. It receives a
significant interest from researchers in the field of informatics and medical experts. It has a tremendous
amount of data on various diseases and their symptoms that causes difficulty in diagnosing diseases.
Therefore, several medical approaches based on knowledge discovery in the database have been
proposed and developed. They include data mining techniques for cleaning, filtering, dimension
reduction, and induction of rules. In this paper, a Rough-Mereology framework is proposed for
classification of Hepatitis C Virus (HCV) and Coronary Heart Disease (CHD) medical datasets. The
proposed system uses granular reflection mechanism based on rough inclusion to generate sets of
granules at different radiuses. It selects the optimum radius based on accuracy to induce a set of rules
that help medical experts to take Therapeutic Medical Decisions. During the experiments, the Rough
based granular computing supplies a complimentary and comprehensive framework for the analysis of
medical datasets.
Povzetek: Prispevek uvaja novo metodo strojnega učenja na dveh domenah: hepatitis in srce.

1

Introduction

Because of the vast amount of medical data in different
forms, the medical field has become one of the richest
areas of scientific research and informatics. It can
improve medical decisions, reduce costs, and provide
finest therapeutic service for patients. Therefore, several
medical approaches based on knowledge discovery in the
database have been proposed and developed.
In this section, we focus on two of the most currently
common diseases in the world. They are Coronary Heart
Disease (CHD) and Hepatitis C virus (HCV). CHD is
one of most common disease in our modern life. It is the
hardening of the vessels by greasy stores called plaque.
The heart must get oxygen and supplements to
functioning efficiently. Blood conveys the oxygen and
supplements to the heart through arteries. As the plaque
composed of the walls of the arteries, blood flow is
decreased [1], [2], [3].
The second common disease is the HCV, which is a
most popular liver disease. HCV currently infects
millions of people in different countries. It results in

intense illness, which is regularly turned into a deadly
disease. It can prompt liver failure and liver cancer that
leads to death. Infected blood that is transmitted between
people is considered as the main reason for HCV
infection [4].
Despite the significant progress in the medical field,
the large number of medical indicators of both CHD and
HCV make finding relationships between those
indicators a difficult task. Consequently, the techniques
of knowledge discovery in databases (KDD) are widely
developed to determine relationships between medical
indicators. It can predict the factors that affect treatment
decisions using the historical cases, which are stored in
medical datasets.
The organization of the rest of this paper will be as
follows. In Section 2, overviews of the RoughMereology and Granular Computing frameworks are
described. Section 3 discusses some current related work.
The proposed framework is demonstrated in Section 4.
Description of medical datasets, framework analysis, and
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experimental results are presented in Section 5. Research
conclusion and future work are shown in Section 6.
Granules of knowledge

2

The information granularity concept, which is used in
many areas, is proposed by Zadeh [5]. Most of the
researchers characterized the main concepts of the
granular computing from distinctive perspectives. Like
an umbrella, Granular Computing covers themes in
different fields even if they are considered disconnected.
Granular Computing includes three main topics. These
topics are Rough sets theory (RST) that is proposed by
Pawlak [6], the theory of fuzzy sets that is introduced by
Zadeh [7], and quotient space hypothesis that is
presented by L. Zhang and B. Zhang [8]. One of the
essential benefits of RST is its powerful data analysis and
immediate application in classification. The main
principals of RST will be discussed in the next
subsections.

2.1

Knowledge representation

Granulation of a universe involves dividing the universe
into subsets or grouping individual objects into a set of
clusters. A granule is a subset of the universe. A family
of granules that contains every object in the universe is
called a granulation of the Universe. Let is a nonempty finite set of objects,
is a non-empty set of
attributes, is a language defined using attributes in ,
is a non-empty set of values for
and is an
information function Then, the information table can be
formulated as follows [9]:

On the other hand, a generalized approximation
space can be defined as
where is the
uncertainty function on with values in the power set
which is the neighborhood of ) and is the
inclusion
function
defined
on
the
with values [0,1]
measuring the degree of inclusion of sets [10].
The lower approximation
) and the upper
approximation
operations can be defined by
equations (2) and (3), where
represents the
Rough similarity relation, as shown in Fig. 1:

2.2

The set of objects

Rough-mereology based granular
computing: a brief overview

Rough mereology

Rough Mereology is proposed by Lesniewski [12] as the
theory of concept. The primitive relation of Mereology is
a part of the relation. According to Polkowski and
Artiemjew [13], the Mereology relation is described in
equation (4), where
is a partial relation (proper
part) and
is ingredient relation means
informally an improper part [14].

The lower
approximation

The
boundary region

The upper
approximation

Figure 1: The definitions of approximations expressed
regarding granules of knowledge [11].
The relation of the ingredient is a part order of things
[14].
means rough Mereology relation x is part
of y at least degree r, also described as shown in equation
(5).

Rough inclusion relation satisfies the similarity
properties of Rough Mereology as mentioned in the next
section.

2.3

Rough inclusion

The Rough inclusion function is the extension of Rough
i
relation (IND) of traditional RST.
However, Rough inclusion is less complexity time than
relation in traditional RST. The Rough
Inclusion Function
defines the
degree of inclusion of X in Y. It means in Rough
Mereology x is part of y at least degree
,
a is an attribute in
an information system. Rough inclusion can be
represented in terms of indescribability relation as shown
in the following equation:

There are three types of measures associated with
granules. The first measures a single granule that
indicates the relative size of the granule. The second
measures the relationships among granules. Finally, the
third measures the relationships between a granule and a
family of granules, as indicated in following equations
[15].
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used to determine the number of blocked vessels in
coronary. Section 4 provides a brief description and
analysis of the proposed framework.
The granule g of radius r can be defined as shown in
equation (10), where µ is Rough inclusion of n object
x

3

Related work

Granular Computing in the framework of RST and its
extensions has been widely discussed by many
researchers [16], [17], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22], [23],
[24] and [25]. Rough-Mereology as an extension of RST
is used in different knowledge discovery application
areas. For example, Zheng and Zhan [26] explored
Granular Computing technique based on Rough
Mereology for rule generation. This research indicated
that Granular Computing could improve the performance
of reaching association rule based on approximation
spaces. It is applied to a rule-based classifier. However,
the model was not extended to handle more classifiers,
and it is based on minimum length principle.
A survey of Rough-Mereology applications in
knowledge discovery and intelligent systems is
introduced by Polkowski [27]. On the other hand,
Polkowski and Artiemjew [28] developed a model using
granular reflections in the frame of Rough-Mereology for
rules induction and classification. They made a
comparative analysis of exhaustive RS classifier whose
accuracy is less than their proposed model.
Many researchers used Granular Computing in the
frame of RS and its extension Rough-Mereology for the
classification of the medical datasets. For example, RS
approach is developed by Zaki et al. [29] to transfer
numeric attributes to discrete attributes and to induce
HCV rules for classification. Although the approach did
not use any reduction algorithm for attribute reduction,
the classification accuracy was satisfied.
Badria et al. [30] proposed a Rough based Granular
model by using the fundamental of RS. The model was
used to discover attributes dependencies, data
transformation, and the dynamic dimension reduction.
Then, set of rules induced to make medical decisions.
Eissa et al. [31] introduced an HCV classifier based
on a hybrid Rough genetic model. The model based on
RS in the transformation of datasets, dimension
reduction, and rule induction. A genetic algorithm is
used in filtering and selecting the best rules that are
encoded inside chromosomes to increase the accuracy.
Polkowski and Artiemjew [32] developed a granular
classifier for coronary disease. The proposed model
concentrated on dealing with missing values in a preprocessing phase, creating new information table and
applying the granular classifier to discover absence or
presence of coronary disease.
In this work, Rough-Mereology framework based on
Granular Computing model is introduced to classify
HCV at some stage in testing a new drug for HCV
treatment. In addition, Coronary Artery Disease dataset is

4

The proposed framework based on
rough-mereology model

Although the great development of technologies of
storage, data retrieval, and the vast amount of different
forms of medical data, the research in the medical field
has become one of the richest areas in informatics. They
are made available to the medical research community.
Forecasting a disease will remain one of the most defy
tasks for researchers to provide prediction models for
enhancing treatment decisions [33].
The proposed framework uses extended RS based on
Granular Computing methodology to identify the most
relevant attributes. It induces medical treatment rules
from diverse medical datasets. The development
processes of the proposed framework demonstrated in
Fig. 2. It requires pre-processing of the medical dataset to
remove redundancy, inconsistency, and convert
continues data to discretized one to be more suitable for
processing. In addition, attribute reduction is needed to
find the optimum attributes that represent the datasets
without losing the value of the data. Whereas, Rough
Mereology and Rough inclusion techniques are utilized
to clustering the datasets into sets of granules with
different radius. They select the granules with optimum
radius for inducing sets of medical rules, which are
required for treatment decisions. The main steps of the
proposed model will be illustrated in the next
subsections.

4.1
4.1.1

The pre-processing phase:
Construction of information table

For classification tasks, it is assumed that each object in
the information table is associated with a unique class
label. Objects can be divided into classes, which form a
granulation of the universe. Without loss of generality,
we assume that there is a unique attribute class, which
takes class labels as its values. The set of attributes is
expressed as
, where D is the set of
attributes that is used to describe the objects, also called
the set of conditional attributes. A granule is a definable
granule if it is associated with at least one formula, i.e.
X m φ where
. The extended upper and lower
approximations are calculated based on Rough inclusion
after the construction of the medical information table
and using Rough inclusion relation to finding the
elementary granules. Its essential purpose is to seek for
an approximation scheme that can efficiently solve a
complex problem.
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Medical DataSets

Pre-proccesing phase
Discretization

Linguistic information table

Attribute Reduction

Rough mereology
Using Rough inClusion to generate Rough Inclusion similarity Table

Granular Relection using Rough Inclusion
Clustering datasets into sets of granules at diffrent radius r

Calculate the accuracy of each granules
Classification and Rule Generation
Figure 2: The proposed framework of the RoughMereology model.

4.1.2

Rough sets boolean reasoning
discretization

The objective of discretization is to discover a set of
cut points to partition the range into a small number of
intervals that have good class coherence. It is usually
measured by an evaluation function. In addition to the
maximization of interdependence between class labels
and attribute values, a perfect discretization technique
ought to have an optional objective to speed up learning
process and classification accuracy [34].
In this paper, the Rough sets Boolean Reasoning
(RSBR) is used as a classification based discretization
algorithm. It converts the continuous medical attributes
into discrete ones. RSBR algorithm is described in Fig. 3,
in which (i) define a set of Boolean variables
,
then a new decision table
is created using boolean
variables
defined in the previous step (
is
called P-discretization of decision table), then searching
for a minimal subset of P that discerns all the objects in
different decision classes. Finally, we obtain the prime
implicants denoted by the discrenibility formula in
disjunctive normal form DNF form. The minimal subset
of P is chosen to preserve discrenibility [35].

Figure 3: The RSBR discretization algorithm.

4.2

Attribute reduction algorithm

One of the important phases of the RST is the attribute
reduction. In an information system, some attributes may
be redundant and useless. If those redundant and useless
attributes are removed without influencing the
classification, they will be considered as superfluous
attributes [36].
The core concept is commonly used in all reducts
[37]. The attribute reduction concept can improve the
performance of the generated rule systems. It accelerates
the rule induction process by finding all minimal subsets
of attributes. These attributes have the same number of
elementary sets without the loss of the classification
power of the reduced information system [38].
In this phase, discernibility matrix-based algorithm is
utilized for reduction of superfluous attributes in medical
datasets. Let
be a decision table.
we denote
matrix called discernibility matrix M
such that:

Using discernibility matrix [39], attributes reduction
can be constructed as shown in Fig. 4.
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Figure 4: The attribute reduction algorithm.

4.3

Classification phase

In this phase, Rough Mereology uses Rough inclusion
relation as a similarity technique in the classification of
medical datasets. It produces sets of granules at different
radiuses that draw the outlines for inducing decision
rules. First, Rough Mereology using Rough inclusion to
construct Rough inclusion similarity table that describes
the similarity of each object in each attribute in the
medical datasets. Second, the clustering of the medical
datasets into sets of granules with different radius are
done by reproducing Rough inclusion table with different
granule radius table. It reﬂects the degree of similarity
between the medical indicators. Finally, the granular
reflection of inclusion into the set of granules is applied
using voting by training object algorithm to select the
most optimized granules by selecting granule radius that
achieves the best accuracy. The primary steps in the steps
of the classification algorithm are provided in Fig. 5.

5
5.1

The experimental results and
Discussion
The description of the medical datasets

In this paper, the historical medical data are collected
from different medical research resources (Badria and
Attia [40], Barakat et al. [41] and Amir et al. [42]). In
addition, several meetings with medical experts had
made to discuss and understand the contents of the
medical datasets and to get a clear idea about the
diseases. The computations of rules have been only done
on the tr ining d t set. The comput tions’ results of the
rules were applied to the classification of the granules
from the tested dataset.

Figure 5: The Rough–Mereology classification algorithm.
Hepatitis C Virus (HCV) Dataset
These data were gathered from clinical trials at some
stages in testing a new drug for HCV, which is recently
developed and patented by Badria and Attia in 2007 [40].
It comprised of 119 HCV cases. Each case is portrayed
by 28 medical indicators: 23 numerical indicators and 5
categorical indicators. The intention of the dataset is to
forecast the presence or absence of the HCV. The
attributes description of the HCV exists in Table 1. For
each HCV record, patient data out of 27 condition
attributes and the decision attribute describe the presence
or absence of HCV-related to the proposed medication.
All these data were gathered from the treatment of HCV
and were divided with the splitting factor of 0.25 into
training and test sets.
Coronary Heart Disease (CHD) Dataset
CHD dataset was collected from Cardiology Department,
Faculty of Medicine, Mansoura University, Egypt. It
consists of 215 Coronary patients that included condition
attributes like age, sex, family history, smoking, and
other medical measures. In addition, it shows the
decision label that indicates the number of the vessels
that may be injected (no vessel, single, two, and
multiple). Most of the attributes are binary attributes and
age attribute is the only numerical one, as shown in Table
2.
For training and testing purposes, with a splitting
factor of 25 %, CHD dataset is divided into training and
testing sets [41], [42].
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5.2

Medical Indicators
Sex

Indicator Description
Male or female

2

Source

Source of HCV: blood transfusion, nonsterile tools by dentist or surgery

3

S.G.P.T (ALT)

normal 0 to 40 U/L

4

S.G.O.T (AST)

normal 0 to 45 U/L

5

Serum Bilirubin (SB)

normal 0 to 1.1 mg/dL

6

Serum Albumen (SA)

Serum Albumin; 3.5 to 5.1 g/dL

7

Serum Ferritin

the normal 22 to 300

8

Ascites

No, Mild, and Ascites

9

Spleen

Normal, Absent, and Enlarged

10

Lesions

0,1 or 2

11

Portal vein ( P.V )

Natural diameter is 12 mm

12

PCR

Quantitative analysis of the virus U/mL

13

PLT

14

WBC

15

HGB Haemoglobin

16

Headache

Platelets normal 150 to 450 /cm m
White Blood Corpuscles normal 4 to
11/cm m
male 12.5 to 17.5 g/dL
female 11.5 to 16.5 g/dL
Yes or No

17

Blood Pressure

Yes or No

18

Nausea

19

Vertigo

20

Data pre-processing stage

As shown in Fig. 2, the data pre-processing phase
includes constructing the medical information table using
Rough inclusion relationship. It generates elementary
granules and discretizes of continuous medical attributes.
It converts the continuous values of an attribute to a set
of intervals.
In this paper, a supervised discretization algorithm in
light of a mix of RS and Boolean Reasoning are utilized.
The RSBR combines discretization and classification,
which is unlike some of the discretization methods. The
RSBR algorithm shows the best results in the
classification of the used medical datasets. Tables 3 and
4 illustrate the new HCV and CHD information table
after applying the discretization stage.
Table 3: The discretized HCV dataset.
Medical Indicators

Indicator Description

1

Sex

2

Source

3

S.G.P.T (ALT)

Male or female (0, 1)
Source of HCV : blood (0),dentist(1)or
surgery (2)
>62 AND <62
[0] less [1] greater

4

S.G.O.T (AST)

>34 AND<34

Yes or No

5

(SB)Serum Bilirubin

<0.56 AND >0.56 [0] less [1] greater

Yes or No

6

(SA)Serum Albumen

Vomiting

Yes or No

7

Serum Ferritin

21

Constipation

Yes or No

8

Ascites

No(0), Mild (1), and Ascites (2)

22

Diarrhea

Yes or No

9

Spleen

Normal (0), Absent(1), and Enlarged (2)

23

Appetite

Yes or No

10

Lesions

24

Gasp

Yes or No

11

( P.V )Portal vein

25

Fatigue

Yes or No

12

WBC

White Blood Corpuscles 4 to 11

26

Skin colour

Yes or No

13

PCR

Quantitative analysis of the virus

27

Eye Colour

Yes or No

14

PLT

>161,<161 [0] less [1] greater

28

Decision

-1 absent, 1 present of HCV

15

HGB

>13.1 AND <13.1 [0] less [1] greater

16

Headache

0,1

17

Blood Pressure

0,1

18

Nausea

0,1

19

Vertigo

0,1

20

Vomiting

0,1

21

Constipation

0,1

22

Diarrhea

0,1

23

Appetite

0,1

24

Gasp

0,1

25

Fatigue

0,1

26

Skin color

0,1

27

Eye Color

0,1

28

Decision

-1absent,1 present of HCV

Table 2: The CHD dataset.
ID

2

sex

Indicator Description
Continuous values between 35
and 62
Male or female

3

smoking

Yes or no

4

diabetes mellitus (Dm)

Yes or no

5

Dyslipidemia (dyslipid)

Yes or no

6

Family history (family_h)
Left main coronary artery
(lmca)
Left anterior descending
artery (lad)
First diagonal artery (d1)

Yes or no

10

Second diagonal artery (d2)

Normal or diseased

11

Left circumflex artery (lcx)
Obtuse marginal artery1
(om1)
Obtuse marginal artery2
(om2)
Right coronary artery (rca)
Posterior descending
coronary artery (pda)

Normal or diseased

1

7
8
9

12
13
14
15
16

Medical Indicators
Age

Decision Label

Normal or diseased
Normal or diseased
Normal or diseased

Normal or diseased
Normal or diseased
Normal or diseased
Normal or diseased
number of vessels may be
injected (no vessel, single, two,
and multi)

ID

[0] less [1] greater

Serum Albumin 3.5 to 5.1
>80 AND <80

[0] less [1] greater

0,1 or 2
>13 AND <13, [0] less,[1] greater

Rough-Mereology Framework for Making...

Table 4: The discretized CHD dataset.
ID

Medical Indicators

1

Age

2
3
4
5
6

sex
smoking
diabetes mellitus (Dm)
Dyslipidemia (dyslipid)
Family history (family_h)
Left main coronary artery
(lmca)
Left anterior descending artery
(lad)
First diagonal artery (d1)

7
8
9

Indicator Description
[*, 52), [52,59), [59,61) and
[61, *)
0,1
0,1
0,1
0,1
0,1

0,1

Left circumflex artery (lcx)
Obtuse marginal artery1
(om1)
Obtuse marginal artery2
(om2)
Right coronary artery (rca)
Posterior descending coronary
artery (pda)

0,1

16

5.3

Decision

90.0

r1=0.166667

85.7

r2=0.333333

92.1

r3=0.5

96.2

r4=0.666667

93

r5=0.833333

0

r6=1

0

Table 6: The CHD Confusion Matrix radius r3.
Predicted

0,1
Single

Two

Multi

no

Single

12

1

0

0

0.92

Two

0

10

0

0

1

Multi

0

0

14

0

1

no

0

1

0

15

0.94

1

0.83

1

1

0.96

0,1
0,1
0,1
number of vessels may be
injected (no vessel0, single1,
two2, and multiple 3)

Medical datasets attribute reduction
stage

In this stage, reduction algorithm that is based on
discernibility matrix is utilized to reduce the number of
attributes in medical data, as shown in Fig. 4. It
successfully reduced CHD conditional attributes to 7
attributes. In addition, it reduces the HCV medical
indicators from 27 to 9 indicators.

5.4

Accuracy Measure (accg)

r0=0

Actual

15

Radius (rgran)

0,1

Second diagonal artery (d2)

14

Table 5: The CHD granules accuracy.

0,1

11

13

Samples of decision rules of HCV and CHD are shown
in Tables 9 and 10, respectively.

0,1

10

12
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Classification of medical datasets stage

Radius (rgran)

Accuracy Measure (accg)

r0=0

88.9

r1=0.111111

74.5

r2=0.222222

94.7

r3=0.333333

93.6

r4=0.444444

95.4

r5=0.555556

96.6

r6=0.666667

90.2

r7=0.777778

0

r8=0.888889

0

r9=1

0

Table 8: The HCV Confusion Matrix radius r5.
Predicted

Actual

In this stage, Granular Computing in the frame of Rough
Mereology formalized the idea of the granular reflection
of the medical datasets. First, applying Rough Mereology
concept in the frame of Rough inclusion to the medical
datasets to induce Rough inclusion similarity table.
Second, a set of Rough inclusion tables is
constructed by re-applying the first step with different
radius r in the interval [0, 1] for clustering the datasets
into sets of granules with different radius. In CHD
dataset, 7 Rough inclusion tables are produced, as shown
in Tables 5 and 6. In HCV dataset, 9 Rough inclusion
tables are introduced, as shown in Tables 7 and 8.
After the granular reflection of the medical datasets,
it reﬂects inclusion t bles into a set of granules. Voting
by training object is applied in two steps. First, it
computes the accuracy measure for each Rough inclusion
table with different radiuses r. Second, it selects the
optimum radius with the highest accuracy that represents
the optimized granules.
Results of the accuracy measure for CHD shows that
the accuracy measure at r3 is the highest accuracy, which
equals to 96.2%, as shown in Tables 5 and 6. For HCV
dataset, the granule radius r5 is the optimal granule with
accuracy equals to 96.6, as shown in Tables 7 and 8.

Table 7: The HCV granules Accuracy.

absent

present

absent

4

0

1

present

1

24

0.96

0.8

1

0.97

Table 9: A sample of HCV treatment decision rules.
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HCV Decision Rules
IF Sex(m) AND S#G#O#T (AST)3([34, *)) AND
Ascites 3(no) AND Spleen3(normal) AND HGB
3([13.1, *)) then 1
IF S#G#O#T (AST)3([34, *)) AND Seru Ferritin
3([86, *)) AND Ascites 3(no) AND Spleen3(normal)
AND HGB 3([13.1, *)) then 1
IF Sex(m) AND Seru# Bilrubin (SB)3([0.45, *))
AND Seru# Albuin (SA)3([*, 4.2)) AND Ascites
3(no) AND PLT 3([*, 161.000)) then 1
IF Source(blood) AND Portal vien ( P#V ) 9([12, *))
AND PCR9([*, 23)) then 1
IF Sex(m) AND Source(blood) AND Portal vien (
P#V ) 9([12, *)) AND PCR9([*, 23)) then -1

Accuracy
0.9885

0.9754

0.9611
0.9601
0.9552

A comparative analysis of the proposed model and
other Knowledge Discovery models, such as RS, Back
Propagation, and Genetic Algorithm, are conducted. In
addition, some hybrid models like Rough Granular-Backpropagation and Rough Genetic are used to evaluate the
proposed framework classification power and its impact
related to the size of training datasets. Table 11 and Fig.
6 show the comparison between the classification
accuracy of the different tested models based on HCV
and CHD datasets.
Table 10: A sample of CHD treatment decision Rules.
CAD Decision Rules

Accuracy

IF age([46, 48)) AND sex(female) AND
dyslipid(yes) then0

0.91

IF age([56, 59)) AND sex(female) AND
dyslipid(yes) then 2
IF age([54, 56)) AND sex(female) AND
dyslipid(no) then 1
IF age([38, 42)) AND sex(female) AND
dyslipid(no) then 3
IF age([59, 61)) AND sex(female) then 2

0.96
0.89
0.92
0.9730

Table 11: The classification accuracy of different models
based on HCV and CHD datasets.
Classification Model
Rough Set

HCV

CAD

95.5

92

93

95.6

92.1

93.7

95

95.1

Rough Granular Back-Propagation

94.8

94.4

Rough - Mereology based on Granular Computing

96.6

96.2

Back-Propagation (Neural Network)
Genetic-Algorithm
Hybrid Rough-Genetic

6

medical experts to make relationships between varieties
of medical indicators. It reduces the ratio of the false
positive diagnosis that leads to taking accurate treatment
decisions.

Conclusions

Rough-Mereology theory is an extension of the RST that
replaces the indescribability relation with similarity
relation Rough inclusion relation. Rough-Mereology is
dedicated to the concept of granular computing in
constructing elementary information granules. It finds the
relationships between information granules and building
granules network.
In this paper, new Rough-Mereology based on
Granular Computing model is introduced. It helps

Figure 6: The comparative study of the different
classification models.
The proposed framework is constructed by creating
the medical decision table based on Rough-Mereology
concepts. It uses Rough Sets Boolean Reasoning
algorithm in the discretization of continues medical data
sets. It makes attribute reduction using discernibility
matrix based reduction algorithm to discover the
characteristics insignificant arrangement of qualities to
maintain the knowledge. Finally, it induces the medical
decision rules from produced set of granules generated
using Rough inclusion similarity tables with different
radius r in the interval [0, 1]. Then, it computes granular
reflection by computing accuracy rate of each similarity
tables. It selects the optimal granules with higher
accuracy. The most promising rules are discovered and
chosen with the highest priority for classification
purposes.
The experimental results showed that the proposed
framework can classify multi-valued decision class
(CHD dataset) with acceptable classification rate.
According to the competitive analysis, the classification
accuracy of the proposed model on the other hybrid RS
models with Genetic Algorithm and Artificial Neural
Network is improved. The proposed model achieves the
best case for the accuracy rather than other models.
Although Rough-Mereology based on Granular
Computing model achieve good classification accuracy,
the proposed framework will be enhanced for classifying
complex information systems.
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